COMPASSLIB ACADEMIC END USER LICENSE
AGREEMENT

1 COMPASSLIB ACADEMIC END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
Definitions:
1 "GID" Is a software program for engineering and scientific analysis. The use of GiD is regulated by the
"GiD End User License Agreement", available separately.
2 "GID EULA" is the GiD End User License Agreement.
3 "PROBLEMTYPE" These are the set of tools provided by GiD and necessary to customize and adapt
GiD to a particular analysis software.
4 "PROBLEMTYPE

CLASSIC" is the

customization of GiD for a specific

analysis, using the

"PROBLEMTYPE" tools. This customization includes but it not limited to the description of the different
material properties, boundary conditions that are possible, units of input and output data, and the
format of the input data files for the analysis. The use of

"PROBLEMTYPE" tools and this

customization is regulated by the GID EULA.
5 "COMPASSLIB" These are the advanced tools provided by GiD for creating PROBLEMTYPES. They
make use of the packages "gid_groups_conds" and "compass_lib". The use of these tools is regulated
by this license.
6 "COMPASSLIB

PROBLEMTYPE" is the total set of scripts, images and source code, that is

developed by the USER to adapt GID to a specific analysis program, using the tools provided by
COMPASSLIB. The characteristics and conditions that this customization work must meet are defined
in the section COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE below.
This license is a legal agreement between the individual or company who has obtained a license of the
software program GID (hereafter referred to as USER) and Compass Ingeniería y Sistemas, SA
(hereafter referred to as COMPASS). COMPASS hereby represents and warrants that is the true and
lawful owner of the COMPASSLIB. This License represents the entire and exclusive agreement between
USER and COMPASS related to the use of "COMPASSLIB".
2 LICENSE COVERAGE
This License shall be effective upon its execution by both USER and COMPASS and shall remain in
force for its full term unless it is terminated by USER or by COMPASS. This License provides for the use
of the software library COMPASSLIB to create, execute and use a "COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE" as
described in section "COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE, in either an Installation Site or in a Net Installation
Site, depending on the type of GID license acquired. Such use and reproduction is limited to the
Installation Site, except for the cases included in the USE AND REPRODUCTION LIMITATIONS section
below, for the ACADEMIC VERSION of COMPASSLIB. No rights are granted to use COMPASSLIB
other than those in this License. For the purposes of this agreement, an "Installation Site" shall mean a
single physical computer and Operating System. License will be attached to that physical Computer
during its operation time. A "Net Installation Site" shall mean that the program will be installed in a single
physical computer and Operating System and can be used by all the other computers belonging to the
same installation computer neighborhood. COMPASS can, at his own decision, permit the transfer of the
license to a new physical computer, provided that COMPASSLIB is completely uninstalled and deleted
from the previous computer.
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TERM OF LICENSE
3 TERM OF LICENSE
The period for authorized use of COMPASSLIB, under the terms and conditions of this License, shall
continue until COMPASS or USER terminate this License. Additionally, this license will be terminated
when the computer where the software has been installed, ceases to operate, changes the Operating
System or its physical configuration, unless COMPASS decides to provide a license transfer to another
computer. COMPASS can provide special licenses that have a termination date. In this case, the
termination date will be clearly defined in the contract.
4 USE AND REPRODUCTION LIMITATIONS
USER can make additional copies of COMPASSLIB when they are needed for maintenance or backup
purposes. USER can develop and use a "COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE" for any non-profit use,
including educational and research use. USER can develop and use a "COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE"
for any personal use, provided that it gives not professional services to a third party individual or
company. Any other use of "COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE", including the professional services to
other users or

companies and the sale of a product by USER

containing a

"COMPASSLIB

PROBLEMTYPE", require an additional written agreement with COMPASS.
5 COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE
For the purposes of this license, a "COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE" is defined as the customization
work that is developed by the User to adapt GID to a specific analysis program, using the tools provided
by COMPASSLIB. The content of a Simple Problemtype is restricted to the customization work only, and
shall not include the original GiD program, or any parts or sections thereof.

Furthermore, the

"COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE" shall meet the following guidelines: It can:
Define new conditions, materials, general data and interval data.
Define the template for writing an analysis file and use calculate.
The analysis program can write files in GID postprocessing format
Define new functionalities, like new windows to enter data for the user, by programming with the
extension language TCL.
Define its own help system and add it in the program Help menu or other menu.
It cannot:
Change the label indicating that the "COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE" is using the "Compass lib
Academic version"
Change the name of the program or any of its identifying insignias
Change or take out the "About window" and the "Register window".
Change or modify the standard GID help.
Include GID software in a different installation media than the one included in the standard GID
distribution. Any modification to GID and COMPASSLIB that fails to comply with these guidelines
cannot be considered a "COMPASSLIB PROBLEMTYPE" and its use is not covered by this license.
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6 UPDATE AND MAINTENANCE
Under the terms of this Licence, no updates, no maintenance and no user support for the current version
of COMPASSLIB are provided. At the discretion of COMPASS, may provide free user support to a
certain extent, directly or by the means of third party companies. COMPASS can provide additional
product support, based on a fee, directly or by the means of third party companies, previously approved
by COMPASS.
DISCLAIMERS In no event shall COMPASS be liable to USER for any damages, including, but not
limited to, direct, indirect, special or consequential damages, arising out of, resulting from, or in any way
connected with the performance or breach of this License, whether or not based upon warranty,
contract, tort or otherwise, whether or not injury was sustained by persons or property or otherwise, and
whether or not loss was sustained from loss of use, data, or profits. This License does not provide any
warranty of COMPASSLIB outside of what is outlined herein, whether express, implied, or statutory,
including, but not limited to, any warranty that CompassFEM will conform to specifications, any warranty
of merchantability of fitness for a particular purpose, and any warranty that COMPASSLIB will be free
from error.
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